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Full view outside

Visage is a contemporary window blind made of  opaque 
fabric vanes that sit beautifully between two layers of  sheer fabric
Add a touch of style and luxury to your room with 
Visage, a brand new window blind that revolutionises 
the way light and privacy is controlled, bringing a 
soft and soothing ambience to your room.

The beautiful and decorative Visage blind forms a 
superior window furnishing that brings a feeling of 
warmth and security into your home through its soft 
undulating design and unique operation.

Visage is made up of two layers of soft fabric 
connected by horizontal sheer vanes that gently filter 
sunlight whilst maintaining different levels  
of privacy and UV protection as the blind is raised or 
lowered.

The blind can be fully raised to give a full outside 
view, it can be lowered with the sheer vanes aligned 
to control the light and retain a view with some 
privacy during the day, or it can be fully closed for 
total privacy in the evening.

Visage can also be motorised for your convenience 
with Louvolite One Touch™ battery operated 
motors, enabling you to adjust your blind at the 
touch of a button.

Visage blinds can be fitted onto windows and doors 
up to 2.5m wide
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White Open Cassette - 40 & 70mm

Black Open Cassette - 40 & 70mm

Bronze Open Cassette - 40mm

Satin Open Cassette - 40mm 

Chrome Open Cassette - 40mm

White or Black Closed Cassette - 75mm

Open Cassette with Fabric Profile - 40 & 70mm

personalise your 

Visage blind
Visage blinds can be finished off beautifully with an Open Cassette 
available in a range of colours from white, black, bronze, chrome or 
satin, or a Closed Cassette in white or black, both ideal for neatly 
concealing the mechanism of the blind. These beautiful headrails can 
be coordinating or contrasting to the fabric, and the additional option 
of having a matching fabric profile in your cassette allows for a truly 
personalised window furnishing.

customised
        cassettes 
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transform your space
with a Visage blind



Increase privacy levels and filter daylight more conveniently 
with the addition of luxury motorisation for your Visage 
blind. Using the rechargeable battery powered motor with 
remote control, you can raise or lower your blind at the 
touch of a button.

Louvolite One Touch™ brings you motorisation at surprisingly 
low prices as the battery powered motors require no wiring, 
making installation quick, clean and simple.

motorise your
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Knightsbridge - a sophisticated weave with coloured vanes and white backing.

Kensington - a fine, white voile with textured internal vanes giving a natural look.

The Visage blind fabric collection is an extensive range of luxury fabrics, 
colours and textures, all carefully created in order to complement any interior 
design. The collection is truly impressive and embraces current tastes and 
trends, making it a stylish addition to any room within the home.

Pimlico DenimPimlico Shale Pimlico Shadow

Mayfair Mist

Kensington Oak

Mayfair Snow Mayfair Canvas Mayfair Mushroom

Kensington Chestnut Kensington Birch Kensington Ebony

Pimlico - a contemporary design in fresh, modern colours with a fine, coloured voile and contrasting white internal vanes.

Mayfair - beautiful self coloured fabric with a subtle horizontal stripe to the voile.

Knightsbridge Frost Knightsbridge Ivory Knightsbridge Dove Knightsbridge Licorice

Pimlico CalicoPimlico Ice
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Pimlico Mojito

pimlico denim

pimlico mojito

mayfair mushroom
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if  you have been inspired by any of  these beautiful 

visage blinds, then visit your local louvolite retailer 

or head to our website for further information

www.louvolite.com

your local louvolite® accredited
visage blinds retailer...


